In reservoir simulation, solution of the coupled systems of nonlinear algebraic equations that are associated with fully-implicit (backward Euler) discretization is challenging. Having a robust and efficient nonlinear solver is necessary in order for reservoir simulation to serve as the primary tool for managing the recovery processes of large-scale reservoirs. However, there are several outstanding challenges that are intimately connected to the nature of the problem. Given a set of sources and sinks, the variation in the total velocity can span many orders of magnitude due to the extreme levels of permeability heterogeneity in large-scale subsurface porous formations. Moreover, multiple and complex saturation fronts need to be properly resolved throughout the three-dimensional reservoir model of interest. Add to that the fact that the numerical simulations need to predict the field-scale recovery performance over many decades, and the challenge of developing robust and efficient nonlinear solvers across a very wide parameter space becomes quite clear. Here, we develop a continuation method based on the use of a dissipation operator to simulate nonlinear two-phase flow and transport in heterogeneous porous media in the presence of viscous, gravitational, and capillary forces. The homotopy is constructed by adding numerical dissipation to the discrete conservation equations. A continuation parameter is introduced to control the amount of dissipation. Numerical evidence of multi-dimensional models and detailed analysis of single-cell problems are used to explain how the dissipation operator improves the nonlinear convergence of the coupled system of equations. An adaptive strategy to determine the optimum dissipation coefficient is proposed. The adaptive dissipation is computed locally for each cell interface, and is applicable to coupled flow and transport. We demonstrate the efficacy of the new nonlinear solver using several examples, including 1D scalar transport and 2D heterogeneous problems with fully-coupled flow and transport. The new solver exhibits superior convergence properties compared with the standard Newton solver used in reservoir simulation. We show that the new solver works robustly for a wide range of flow conditions without parameter tuning of the dissipation operator.
Introduction
Numerical reservoir simulation is an essential tool for the management and design of underground resources, including oil and gas recovery, groundwater remediation, and CO 2 subsurface sequestration. The partial differential equations (PDEs) governing multiphase fluid flow and transport in heterogeneous porous media are highly nonlinear. The transport equations in the presence of viscous and gravitational forces are characterized by non-convex and non-monotonic flux functions (Li and Tchelepi 2015) . These properties make the development of robust, efficient, and accurate discretization and solution schemes quite challenging (Lee et al. 2015) .
Several temporal discretization methods are available to solve the mass conservation equations that describe coupled flow and transport (Aziz and Settari 1979) . The use of explicit temporal schemes poses severe restrictions on the timestep size, and is usually considered impractical for large heterogeneous three-dimensional problems, in which the Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy (CFL) numbers can vary by several orders of magnitude throughout the domain (Jenny et al. 2009 ). Therefore, implicit temporal schemes, such as the fully-implicit method (FIM) and sequential-implicit methods (SIM) are preferred in practice. The resulting nonlinear system is usually cast in residual form and solved using a Newton-based method. For a target timestep, a sequence of nonlinear (Newton) iterations is performed until the solution (within a specified tolerance) of the nonlinear algebraic equations is achieved (Wang and Tchelepi 2013) . Each iteration involves construction of the Jacobian matrix and solution of the corresponding linear system of equations. In practice, reservoir simulators often suffer from serious difficulties in obtaining converged numerical solutions for the preselected timestep size. This is because even though FIM is unconditionally stable, the nonlinear Newton-based solver will not be unconditionally convergent (Lee and Efendiev 2016) . When convergence failures are encountered, the most commonly used remedy is to restart the nonlinear solver with a smaller timestep size (Younis et al. 2010 ). This procedure often leads to timestep sizes that are very conservative resulting in unnecessarily long computational time and wasted computations (Wang and Tchelepi 2013) .
For large timestep sizes, or poor initial guesses, the standard Newton method may fail to converge. Obtaining a suitable initial guess for the Newton method is referred to as globalization (Knoll and Keyes 2004) . Damping, or safeguarding the Newton updates is a globalization technique that aims to enlarge the convergence radius of the nonlinear solver (Li and Tchelepi 2015) . A number of heuristic strategies have been devised to choose the damping factors. In numerical modeling of flow and transport in porous media, a common idea across these methods is to apply a cell-by-cell (i.e., local) damping of saturation(s) to ensure that the maximum absolute change in saturation remains below a certain value (e.g., 0.2). Appleyard chopping is a widely used heuristic that prevents large saturation changes when a fluid phase that was immobile at the previous iteration becomes mobile, and vice versa (Younis et al. 2010) .
The convergence rate of the Newton method applied to the discrete transport problem can be improved significantly with physics-based damping. In the work of Jenny et al. (2009) , the nonconvexity of the flux (fractional flow) function is identified as the major cause of nonlinear convergence difficulties for viscous-dominated flow in heterogeneous models. They used the inflection point of the analytical flux function to guide the Newton updating of saturation field. Their scheme was proved to be unconditionally convergent for immiscible nonlinear two-phase flow without buoyancy. Wang and Tchelepi (2013) extended the strategy of Jenny et al. (2009) to two-phase problems in the presence of both viscous and gravitational forces. They proposed a trust-region Newton solver, in which the analytical flux function is divided into saturation trust regions delineated by the inflection, unit-flux, and end points. The nonlinear updates are performed such that two successive iterations cannot cross any trust-region boundary. If a crossing is detected, the update is chopped such that the new saturation lies at the appropriate trust-region boundary. Li and Tchelepi (2015) refined the nonlinear solver developed by Wang and Tchelepi (2013) and illustrated that the trust regions should be determined based on the numerical flux function as opposed to the analytical one. This is because the analytical form of the flux function does not fully capture the complex nonlinearity of the discrete system, especially in the presence of counter-current flow due to buoyancy and capillarity. The complex inflection lines and non-differentiability of the numerical flux across the cocurrent/counter-current boundaries are the root causes for the nonlinear convergence problems. These critical features change the curvature of the residual function abruptly, and they can lead to overshoots, oscillations, or divergence of the Newton iterations (Li and Tchelepi 2015) . Recently, Moyner (2016) extended the trust-region strategy to systems where the inflection points that delineate different trust regions need not be prespecified. Instead, these values are estimated during solution process by projecting the updates along the Newton path, and then applying a flux-search algorithm. The proposed strategy has been demonstrated to deal with complex problems, such as three-phase flow (Moyner 2016) .
Parallel to the efforts on physics-based damping strategies of Newton-based solvers, the impact of spatial discretization scheme on the ability to solve the residual system of equations is a topic of interest. Phase Potential Upwinding (PPU) schemes are widely used in reservoir simulation practice. In the PPU scheme, the upstream direction of a fluid phase is determined according to the gradient of the overall phase potential across the interface between two computational cells. The PPU numerical flux is nondifferentiable across the co-current/counter-current boundary. This may lead to cycling, or divergence, of the Newton iterative process. Lee et al. (2015) proposed a continuously differentiable numerical flux scheme called Hybrid Upwinding (HU) to address the discontinuous behavior due to flow reversal. In HU, the upwinding of the viscous term of the numerical flux is based on the sign of the total velocity, whereas the directionality of the gravitational term is determined by phase densities, such that the heaviest fluid goes down and the lightest fluid goes up (Lee and Efendiev 2016) . extended the work of Lee et al. (2015) to an arbitrary number of fluid phases. They also generalized the HU scheme to the elliptic-hyperbolic PDEs governing coupled flow and transport in multiple dimensions . The presented numerical experiments confirm that HU is nonoscillatory, convergent, and that it leads to significant improvements in the nonlinear convergence rate for challenging two-and three-phase flow problems. Recently, Jiang and Younis (2017) devised an alternative numerical flux scheme called C1-PPU. In addition to improving smoothness with respect to saturations and phase potentials, C1-PPU can also improve the level of scalar nonlinearity and accuracy. They showed that C1-PPU applies to the coupled formulation of mass conservation equations with an arbitrary number of phases. It is worth to point out that the alternative schemes in the above works are more diffusive than PPU. This could be an auxiliary mechanism for improving the convergence of Newton solver.
Homotopy continuation, which has been widely adopted in numerical algebraic geometry (Sommese and Wampler 2005) and bifurcation analysis (Keller 1977) , provides an alternative way to globalize the Newton method. For a given nonlinear algebraic system to be solved, a homotopy between the target (given) system and a new system that is easier to solve is constructed. The new system is deformed gradually into the original one through a path tracking algorithm. The homotopy process leads to the solution of the original system of equations. Younis et al. (2010) developed a Continuation-Newton (CN) method, in which the continuation parameter is tied to the timestep size. The CN method generates a sequence of iterates in the augmented space (original space plus the timestep) that evolves toward the target timestep size. A key component of the CN framework is the development of a quantitative measure of the proximity to the homotopy path. Following the solution path too closely results in poor computational efficiency; on the other hand, a loose tolerance may produce iterates that are too far from the solution path requiring large numbers of Newton correction steps. Wang (2012) demonstrates that the nonlinear performance of CN may be quite sensitive to the heuristic parameters used, including the step-length selection and the neighborhood tolerance around the solution path. There are no robust a-priori estimates for these parameters, which can be tuned only on a trial-and-error basis.
Recently, Cogswell and Szulczewski (2017) applied a phase-field formulation for the incompressible, immiscible, two-phase transport problem with no buoyancy or capillarity. The system is augmented to include a macroscopic surface tension, and a semi-implicit temporal discretization is employed based on a convex energy splitting scheme. Using a homotopy continuation, the macroscopic surface tension is progressively decreased after each Newton iteration, and the phase-field solution evolves toward the original (target) hyperbolic problem. The method of Cogswell and Szulczewski (2017) is interesting. However, limited numerical evidence and analysis are presented to justify the phase-field formulation. The applicability of the semi-implicit scheme in handling general nonlinear flux functions is also unclear. In addition, the macroscopic surface tension (continuation parameter) is a tunable quantity. The paper does not provide any guidance on how to adaptively compute this quantity. Overall, a very limited number of simulation examples were presented to validate the proposed homotopy continuation method.
For computational fluid dynamics (CFD) applications, Brown and Zingg (2016) designed a dissipation-based continuation (DBC) algorithm to solve steady-state problems using an aerodynamic flow solver. Their homotopy is constructed by adding numerical dissipation to the discrete conservation equations with a continuation parameter that controls the magnitude of the dissipation. In this paper, we employ the DBC approach to solve coupled two-phase flow and transport in heterogeneous porous media. We follow the ideas proposed by Brown and Zingg (2016) ; however, this work has some notable aspects of innovation: 1) DBC is studied for the first time for multiphase flow in natural porous media; 2) numerical evidence and detailed analysis are provided through single-cell and one-dimensional (1D) examples to explain why the dissipation operator can significantly improve the nonlinear convergence of the coupled system of equations; 3) an adaptive strategy to determine the optimum dissipation coefficient is developed. The adaptive dissipation is computed locally for each cell interface, and is applicable to coupled flow and transport. We evaluate the efficiency of the new nonlinear solver using several challenging examples, including 1D scalar transport and 2D heterogeneous problems with fully coupled flow and transport. Compared with the standard Newton-based method, the new solver exhibits superior convergence performance. The dissipation operator is quite effective in resolving the convergence difficulties associated with slow wave speeds around the saturation front. Moreover, the new solver works for a wide range of flow conditions without parameter tuning of the dissipation operator.
Immiscible multiphase flow and transport in porous media
We consider compressible and immiscible flow and transport with n p fluid phases. The mass conservation equation for phase α is
where α ∈ {1, ..., n p }. φ is the rock porosity. ρ α and u α are the density and velocity of each phase, respectively. q α is the well flow rate (source and sink terms). S α is phase saturation, with the constraint that the sum of saturations is equal to one
The phase velocities can be expressed using the multiphase extension of Darcy's law
where k is the scalar rock permeability. p α is phase pressure. g is gravitational acceleration, and h is height. The phase mobility λ α (S 1 , ..., S np ) = k rα (S 1 , ..., S np )/µ α . k rα and µ α are the relative permeability and viscosity, respectively. The capillary pressure constraint relates the phase pressures p α (α ∈ {1, ..., n p }) to the reference pressure p α0 as follows
Fully-implicit finite-volume discretization
The coupled multiphase problem in Eq. (1) is highly nonlinear, and it can be challenging to solve the system for heterogeneous porous media. Let Ω ⊂ R n d be the domain in dimension n d . A standard finite-volume scheme (Eymard et al. 2003 ) is utilized as the spatial discretization for the mass conservation equations. The simulation grid represents a partition of Ω into a set of non-overlapping control volumes. A two-point flux approximation (TFPA) is used to represent the flux across a cell interface. The method of choice for the time discretization is often the first-order backward Euler scheme. Then, the fully-implicit discretization of a cell can be written as
where the accumulation, flux and well parts are
where i ∈ {1, ..., N }, and the shorthand notation S i = {S k,i } k∈{1,...,np} refers to the saturations in cell i. ∆t is the timestep size. |Ω i | is the volume of cell i. adj(i) denotes the set of adjacent cells, such that cell i shares an interface Γ ij with cell j. ∆p α,ij = p α,i − p α,j is the difference in the phase pressure between i and j. For two-phase flow, the water saturation is chosen as a primary variable; for three-phase flow, the water and gas saturations are chosen as primary variables (Kwok and Tchelepi 2008) . The discrete phase flux across the interface between two cells is expressed as
where ρ α is the arithmetic average for the phase densities of the two cells. The phase mobility λ α,ij in the numerical flux is evaluated using the first-order upstream weighting scheme. The total-face transmissibility T ij that combines two half-transmissibilities in a half of the harmonic average is
The two-point half-transmissibility for a general unstructured mesh is obtained by imposing flux and pressure continuity at the center of the interface. For a structured Cartesian grid, T i is defined as
A ij is the area of interface (ij) and k i denotes the absolute permeability in cell i. d i denotes the distance from the center of cell i to interface (ij).
Newton method
At each timestep of an implicit simulation, given the current state U n , and a fixed timestep size ∆t, we seek to obtain the new state U n+1 , by solving the corresponding nonlinear residual system using the Newton method
The Newton method generates a sequence of iterates, U ν , ν = 0, 1, ..., that would -ideally -converge to the correct solution. Specifically, successive linearization and updating are performed until convergence of the system of nonlinear residual equations is reached; that is
where
and J (U ν ) = ∂R ∂U U ν denotes the Jacobian matrix of R with respect to U ν . Usually, the initial guess to the Newton iteration of a new timestep is the solution of the previous timestep. For small timestep sizes, this is a reasonable starting point. For large timesteps, however, this may not be the case, and the Newton process may converge too slowly, or diverge (Younis et al. 2010 ).
Upwinding scheme for immiscible two-phase transport
Here, we consider immiscible two-phase case (oil and water). We assume that the rock and the fluids are incompressible, then the total velocity is a constant in one dimension, and the reduced problem can be written as a scalar hyperbolic conservation equation using the fractional-flow formulation (Chen et al. 2006) . The elliptic pressure equation is obtained by summing the governing equations of the phases
where u T is the total velocity
where P c is the capillary pressure, which relates the pressures of the two phases. It is a highly nonlinear function of saturation, often expressed as P c (S)
The total mobility is defined as λ T = λ o + λ w . From here on we let S ≡ S w , and the water transport equation is written as
Eq. (18) is a degenerate parabolic equation in the presence of capillary pressure and a nonlinear hyperbolic equation when capillarity is neglected. The dimensionless flux function (fractional flow) can be written as
where the three terms on the right-hand side represent the fluxes due to the viscous, gravitational, and capillary forces, respectively. The dimensionless gravity number C g is
A dimensionless Peclet number (P e ) is defined as the ratio of the viscous and capillary forces
where L is a characteristic length scale, andP c is a characteristic capillary pressure. Therefore, the capillary flux component of f w is rewritten as
where M is the viscosity ratio, µ o /µ w . In the absence of capillarity, the water phase velocity becomes
The behavior of the flux function depends on the magnitude of u T relative to C g . For two-phase flow with viscous forces only, f w is S-shaped and has an inflection point. More complex dynamics develop when gravitational forces are dominant, in which case f w is usually a bell-shaped curve with two inflection points on either side of the sonic point. Fig. 1 demonstrates the fractional flow curves for viscous and viscous-gravitational forces with quadratic relative permeability functions. The 1D scalar transport problem is discretized using the finite-volume formulation as
where ∆t is timestep and ∆x is cell size. Here, we define S i as the upstream state with respect to the total velocity u T , and S j as the downstream state. For example, as shown in Fig. 2 , the upstream for F ij is cell i if the direction of total velocity is from cell i to j (u T > 0). In this work, we always take the total velocity to be positive. It has been shown that nonlinear properties of the numerical flux can have a large impact on the convergence behavior of the Newton-based iterative process (Wang and Tchelepi 2013) . We review the Phase-Potential Upwinding (PPU) scheme, which is a popular numerical flux in reservoir simulation practice. In PPU, the upstream direction of a fluid phase is determined according to the gradient of the phase potential across the interface between two computational cells. The phase relative permeabilities (or mobilities) at the cell interface (ij) are evaluated as
From Eq. (25), we can rewrite the upstream conditions in terms of u T as
Eq. (26) does not explicitly define the upstream direction of k rα . Brenier and Jaffre (1991) showed how to explicitly determine the upstream criteria
and
In the transport iterations, because the total velocity field is fixed, flow reversal from co-current to counter-current at a cell interface depends only on the saturation change in the upwind cell. From Eqs. (28) and (30), if C g > 0 (updip), θ o is always positive, and subsequently
If C g < 0 (downdip), now θ w is always positive, and thus
The PPU scheme is used to evaluate the combined viscous-gravitational term, while a central discretization for the capillary flux. Specifically, the arithmetic average of the two cells is computed for the saturation-dependent coefficient in Eq. (22).
Homotopy continuation method
We consider the globalization technique in the class of homotopy continuation methods (Watson 1990; Allgower and Georg 1993) . The objective is to solve R(U) = 0. We introduce a continuation parameter κ ∈ [0, 1] and a modified residual H(U, κ), such that H(U, 0) = R(U). The modified residual H is called a homotopy mapping. Moreover, assume that H(U, 1) = 0 is significantly easier to solve than the target problem H(U, 0) = 0. Geometrically representing the homotopy as a curve existing in the same real space as the flow equations, the homotopy continuation method can be developed by discretizing in κ to form a sequence of nonlinear systems H(U, κ η ) = 0 (Brown and Zingg 2016). The curve is traced by progressively decreasing κ from 1 to 0 to globalize the flow equations. In this way, the homotopy algorithm will not have an impact on the accuracy of the final solutions.
The solution path can be traced out using a predictor-corrector (PC) technique. Fig.  3 demonstrates the PC process for the nonlinear problem H(U, κ) = 0 with a single state unknown. The solution path is represented in the two dimensions, U and κ. In a typical reservoir simulation problem, there may be millions of unknowns, and each would be represented by a dimension. The predictor and corrector steps are applied repeatedly until the solution is reached. These steps are: 1. Corrector: solve the nonlinear subproblem at κ η , to maintain the solution close enough to the homotopy path. 2. Predictor: obtain a suitable starting guess for the (η+1)-th sub-problem using the estimated solution from the η-th sub-problem, a step direction, and a step-length to travel in that direction. The choice of predictor is very important for both speed and robustness.
Step-length adaptation algorithms are used to automatically adjust the step-length during traversing. The simplest method is to update κ, and use the solution to H(U , κ η ) = 0 as the initial guess at κ η+1 . It should be noted that the PC algorithm can be sometimes wasteful. This is because in order to ensure that the algorithm is convergent, the parameters are chosen such that the corrector phase can be solved, which can lead to 'over-solving' along the way. Much of the work done in the corrector phase leads to only marginal improvement to the quality of the predictor update (Brown and Zingg 2017) . Here, we employ a strategy that updates κ and U simultaneously at each iteration. We view κ as an independent variable, i.e., κ plays the same role as the primary variables U. We introduce a regularization function Φ(κ) that satisfies Φ(κ) ≥ 0, and Φ(κ) = 0, if and only if κ = 0. Then, an augmented residual system is obtained as
with the augmented updates ∆Z = (∆U, ∆κ) we seek to find at each iteration by the Newton linearization
There is no need to solve the linear system as a whole. The primary variables U can be updated from
and the homotopy step size ∆κ is obtained through
In this procedure, Φ(κ) can be viewed as an updater for κ. From Eq. (36) we can see that with a given updater, the update schedule of κ is fixed for different flow problems. We do not insist on tracing the solution path accurately. The DBC method only acts as a globalization stage to obtain better initial guesses for the Newton process.
Dissipation operator
For convection dominated flows, it is important to introduce some form of dissipation to stabilize the numerical solutions, either through the discretization scheme itself or as an additional term, known as artificial dissipation (Pulliam 1986) . In this work, we employ a dissipation operator to construct an efficient homotopy continuation method. Consider the dissipation-based homotopy of the form (Brown and Zingg 2016)
where D(U) is a proper artificial dissipation. For a simple 1D scalar transport case, the numerical flux in Eq. (24) can be expressed as the sum of a viscous-gravitational flux F vg and a dissipation flux
where F vg is computed using the PPU scheme, and F d is given as
The previous implementation (Brown and Zingg 2016) of the dissipation operator is based on a finite-difference discretization. Here, we use a scalar dissipation, which is straightforward to implement in a finite-volume scheme, namely
where β is a tunable coefficient to control the dissipation level. Note that in Eq. (40) the cell size ∆x is incorporated into β, to introduce a better derivation. For sufficiently large values of β, the homotopy system is expected to be much easier to solve than the target system. The initial value of β and the evolution of the continuation parameter κ affect the robustness of the dissipation operator. In practice, β can be computed in an adaptive way to determine the 'optimal' level of dissipation before each timestep.
1D examples: scalar transport problem
We consider a 1D scalar transport with buoyancy. We assume that the total velocity and the gravity number are constant: u T = 0.01 and C g = 0.03. The viscosity ratio M = 5, and quadratic relative-permeability functions are used:
Flow is through a domain with unit length x ∈ [0, 1] and N = 500 grid-blocks. The injection saturation is unity (S inj = 1) at the bottom (left) boundary and fluid is produced from the top (right) boundary. The timestep size is 5. The corresponding CFL number for this case is about 69. The initial condition is taken to be the initial guess for the Newton iteration. The damping strategy is employed to stabilize the Newton updates: the maximum absolute change in saturation remains as ∆S = 0.2. The following updater Φ(κ) for κ is used
The update schedule of κ from Eq. (41) is shown in Fig. 4 . Note that the chopping (∆κ) max = 0.2 is also applied to gradually reduce κ. 5 shows the residual norm decay versus iteration for the PPU flux -with and without the dissipation operator. β is set to 0.14. The results for the cases with the initial conditions S = 0 and S = 0.2 are compared. From the figures, we observe a huge contrast in the iteration performance of PPU between the two initial saturations. Also a stagnation stage with oscillatory updates is clearly present in the convergence history before the residual norm starts to decrease. To investigate the reason for this type of slow convergence, we plot the saturation distribution during the iterative process for the initial condition S = 0 in Fig. 6 . Clearly, the updates have local support that propagates through the domain as the Newton process moves forward. After 130 iterations, the union of the supports of these updates finally contains the support of the state changes over the duration of the timestep, and the converged solution is obtained. This localized behavior within the Newton updates for implicit transport problems significantly degrade nonlinear convergence performance.
In addition, the sequence of Newton updates without the dissipation operator is shown in Fig. 7 . It can be observed that there are non-monotonic 'spikes' in the Newton updates. The spikes have very high saturation values, which are beyond the physical range [0, 1]; and hence correspond to non-physical mass accumulation. The 'spikes' which are proportional to the affected domain over the timestep, propagate downstream quite slowly with the Newton iterations.
To further demonstrate the above convergence difficulty, we show a three-cell example in Fig. 8 . Consider a saturation front traveling from the left to the right. The propagation at the leading edge (between Cell 1 and 2), where the injected fluid is invading Cell 2 that is fully saturated with the resident fluid (S = 0), is constrained by the zero mobility of the invading phase in that cell (Wang 2012) . For each cell, the in-flux comes from its upwind neighbor. The out-flux from Cell 2 being invaded by the injected fluid is much less than the in-flux from the upstream Cell 1. We can also see that at S = 0, the slope of the flux function, i.e., df dS , is zero. Note that the slope of the flux function is the speed of the saturation wave. Therefore using S = 0 everywhere as the initial guess for the Newton solver, it is not possible to invade two successive cells in a single Newton update. This explains the spikes associated with the non-physical mass accumulation in the Newton updates. Compared with the standard Newton method, the homotopy continuation based on the dissipation operator leads to dramatic improvements in the convergence rate. Fig.  6(b) illustrates that the saturation wave can properly spread into the domain, and the update profile is monotonic for the first Newton iteration. Therefore, there are no spikes due to non-physical accumulation of mass. During the subsequent iterations, the satu-ration profile gets sharpened and converges quickly to the desired solution.
We provide numerical evidence for the favorable convergence behavior of the dissipation operator in Appendix B. The convergence ratios of a single-cell problem are analyzed. For a given balance of forces (i.e., viscous, gravitational, and capillary), the shape of the flux function is determined primarily by the relative permeability curves. We also analyze the wave speeds for linear relative permeability curves and more general nonlinear functions. The details of the analysis are summarized in Appendix C. Now we examine the impact of the dissipation coefficient β on the solutions of the scalar transport problem. The initial condition with S lower = 0 and S upper = 1 (oil in the lower half of the domain, and water in the upper half) is also considered. The saturation distributions for different values of β with fixed continuation parameter κ = 1 (without following the homotopy path) are plotted in Fig. 9 . It can be seen that increasing β has the qualitative effect of 'smearing' the numerical solutions. Essentially, with the artificial dissipation term, the hyperbolic equation is transformed into an elliptic one (Brown and Zingg 2017) . 
Adaptive dissipation coefficient
The previous results show that the DBC method is effective and can significantly improve the nonlinear convergence for the scalar transport problem. The method can overcome the convergence difficulties caused by the low wave speed of the saturation front. For practical applications, the mass associated with the timestep needs to be properly spread downstream to ensure that the non-physical mass accumulation does not appear; at the same time the mass should not be spread too far away from the desired solution. Here, we propose an adaptive strategy to determine the value of the dissipation coefficient β. To derive the adaptive strategy, we first introduce the interface flux in a central scheme, which can be written in the form of
The first term (average flux) represents the central discretization of the flux, and the second term is the diffusive flux. In the Local Lax-Friedrichs (LLF) flux, γ is taken as the maximum absolute value of the wave speed between the left and right cell states, that is, γ = max
Note that the affected domain over a timestep during a hyperbolic transport process is proportional to the physically relevant speed of wave propagation. Therefore, β should be derived in a CFL-like formula as
where ω is a tunable coefficient. It is expected that a suitable value of ω can be chosen for a target class of problem. We find out that ω = 2.0e − 3 is effective for the 1D scalar transport presented in this work. Compared to the LLF flux, the maximum derivative of the analytical flux, instead of the maximum within the local cell states, is adopted in the adaptive formula.
Viscous-gravitational case
We test the homotopy continuation method based on the adaptive dissipation strategy for cases with combined viscous and gravitational forces. The simulation example presented previously is still employed in this section. The dissipation coefficient β for ∆t = 5.0 is computed as 0.1389. For the initial condition S = 0, the nonlinear iteration performances of the PPU scheme with different timestep sizes are shown in Fig. 10 . We can see that the homotopy continuation has superior convergence property. For the standard Newton method, the number of nonlinear iterations is proportional to timestep size because the solution front propagates a longer distance with a larger timestep size. We also present results for two numerical fluxes that are widely used in the computational fluid dynamics community, i.e., the Engquist-Osher (EO) and Godunov fluxes.
The details of the two schemes are summarized in Appendix A. Fig. 11 shows the residual norm decay versus iteration for the EO and Godunov fluxes -with and without the dissipation operator. The timestep size is ∆t = 5.0. We can see that the method with the dissipation operator leads to much better nonlinear convergence behavior for the EO and Godunov fluxes. The long stagnation stage still appears in the convergence history of the standard Newton method for the initial condition S = 0.2, which is not near the residual (immobile) saturation. This indicates that the convergence difficulties due to the low wave speed of invaded cells should be studied from the numerical flux across cell interface, instead of the analytical (fractional-flow) function. The complex nonlinearity of a discretized system is actually reflected in the numerical flux.
We divide the model domain into two equal parts (lower and upper parts), and we assign different initial saturations to each part. The maximum allowable number of Newton iterations per timestep is set to 1000. The nonlinear iterations for the three numerical fluxes with different initial conditions are shown in Fig. 12 . In contrast to the poor convergence performance of the standard Newton method, the homotopy continuation achieves reduction in the total iterations by more than an order of magnitude for most cases; and that results in a corresponding reduction in the overall computational cost. For the cases with the EO and Godunov fluxes, the standard method exhibits much worse nonlinear convergence. This convergence difficulty is caused by the high nonlinear complexity and reduced numerical dissipation inherent in the two numerical fluxes.
We observe that the dissipation operator can always reduce the required number of iterations, to varying degrees, even for the initial conditions that are some distance away from the residual saturations. This is due to the hyperbolic nature of the transport problem, which is essentially an information propagation process. Therefore, the artificial dissipation can speed up the mass spread in the affected domain over the timestep and lead to faster nonlinear convergence.
Viscous-dominated case
The flux function is the main source of nonlinear convergence difficulty for the Newton method. The details of nonmonotonicity and nonconvexity of the flux function depend on the relative-permeability relations, viscosity ratio, and the balance between the viscous and gravitational forces. It can be challenging to develop physics-based nonlinear solvers because the coupled nonlinear conservation equations governing multiphase flow and transport in heterogeneous porous media are quite difficult to analyze.
To demonstrate the effectiveness of the new nonlinear solver for the transport problems, we consider three types of the relative-permeability curves 1. Corey-type quadratic:
2. Corey-type cubic:
3. Brooks-Corey:
We present a viscous-dominated case with ∆t = 5.0, u T = 0.01, M = 1 and C g = 0.01 (CFL ≈ 52). In Fig. 13 , we plot the fractional-flow curves for the relative permeability functions listed above. The PPU flux is employed in the numerical examples. The nonlinear iteration performance for the three types of relative-permeability curves with different initial conditions is shown in Figs. 14, 15 and 16.
We also test the case with M = 0.2 (the other parameters remain unchanged) for Brooks-Corey k r (CFL ≈ 97). The results are presented in Fig. 17 . The saturation distributions for the above four cases with the initial condition S lower = 0 and S upper = 1 are plotted in Fig. 18 . From the figure and iteration performance, we observe that the nonlinear convergence of the standard Newton method is closely associated with the size of the domain affected by wave propagation within a timestep. With larger size of the affected domain, the saturation wave needs to propagate over a longer distance until it reaches the front of the converged solution. Correspondingly, we expect more nonlinear iterations required by the scenario with larger affected domain. For the initial conditions that are some distance away from the residual saturations, we can conclude that sharper solution front (shock) leads to more convergence difficulty. Note that even in such cases, the dissipation operator can reduce the number of iterations significantly; thus, yielding great potential in the saving of computational time.
Buoyancy-dominated case
We present a buoyancy-dominated case with ∆t = 5.0, u T = 0.01, M = 5 and C g = 0.06 (CFL ≈ 118). The PPU scheme with quadratic k r is employed for the simulation examples. The nonlinear iteration performance for different initial conditions are summarized in Fig. 19 . As the figure shows, significant convergence difficulties are encountered in solving the transport problem with strong buoyancy, and the DBC method can greatly improve the overall convergence behavior. Moreover, a reasonable reduction in the number of iterations can be achieved for the initial conditions that are far away from the residual saturations. This is mainly due to the nonlinear complexity in the numerical flux with gravitational force. The impact of the dissipation coefficient β on the nonlinear convergence is examined in Fig. 20 . The results demonstrate that the solution performance is not very sensitive to the value of β. For practical applications, a variation of β within an order of magnitude will not cause large negative impact on the effectiveness of the dissipation operator. Superior convergence performance can be achieved as long as β is in the value range approximated by the adaptive formula. β can be determined a-priori before each timestep during a simulation.
Capillary case
We examine the effects of the capillary force on the nonlinear convergence of the transport problems. The model parameters are the same as the one used for the viscousgravitational case. The PPU flux is utilized for all the tests. The following capillarypressure curve is P c (S) = P c,e S −0.5
where P c,e is the capillary entry pressure, which is taken as 0.1 bar. The characteristic length (L) in Eq. (22) equals the length of a cell, and the characteristic capillary pressure (P c ) is 0.1 bar. The initial condition with S lower = 0 and S upper = 1 (oil on the lower half of the domain and water above) is specified. The saturation distributions of the solutions for different Peclet number, P e , are plotted in Fig. 21 . As we can see, the physical diffusion induced by capillarity has a similar effect with the artificial dissipation on the solution profile. Smaller value of P e indicates stronger capillary force, resulting in larger dissipation effect around the saturation fronts. Fig. 22 shows the residual norm decay versus iteration for P e = 1.0 -with and without the dissipation operator. We observe that for the moderate value of P e , the Fig. 23 . The nonlinear iterations for P e = 0.1 with different initial conditions are shown in Fig. 24 . It can be seen that capillarity will not alleviate the convergence difficulty due to the low wave speed and unphysical mass accumulation for the initial condition near the residual saturation. This is because of the degenerate nature of the capillary diffusion term. In contrast to the poor performance of the standard Newton method, the DBC strategy reduces the number of Newton iterations significantly.
We consider a case of gravity segregation with capillarity (u T = 0 and P e = 0.5). For ∆t = 5.0, CFL ≈ 83. The initial condition with S lower = 0 and S upper = 1 is specified. The boundaries are closed with no source and sink. Starting from the initial condition, water will sink down, and oil will flow up. The nonlinear iteration performance of the gravitational-capillary example with different timestep sizes is shown in Fig. 25 . For this challenging case, the DBC strategy leads to a remarkable gain in speed-up. 
Fully-coupled flow and transport
In this section, we intend to directly deal with the mass conservation equations for coupled flow and transport in multiple dimensions. Immiscible two-phase fluid system is considered. The mass-conservation equations in terms of the inverse formation-volume- 
The phase density is evaluated through ρ α = ρ α,ref b α and ρ α,ref is reference density.
We focus on the model of immiscible two-phase flow with the oil (nonwetting) and the water (wetting) phases (α = o, w). An adaptive strategy for the optimum dissipation coefficient β is derived based on the mass conservation equations, which are different from the fractional-flow formulation with separate pressure (elliptic) and saturation (hyperbolic) equations.
Adaptive dissipation coefficient
The sequential-implicit method (SIM) is a popular solution strategy to handle coupled flow and transport in porous media. For each timestep in SIM, there are two loops performed in sequence: one for the pressure (total velocity) and one for the saturation. The pressure-saturation loops are wrapped with an outer loop. For each outer loop iteration, the computations proceed as follows: solve for the pressure field iteratively to a certain tolerance and update the total velocity; then compute the saturation iteratively. The adaptive formula (44) proposed previously for β can be straightforwardly computed for each cell interface within the SIM solution framework, because u T is assumed to be fixed during the saturation updates.
The total velocity is generally a function of space and time in multiple dimensions. The dissipation flux from Eq. (40) can be readily employed in the fully-coupled problem. An adaptive formula for β will be derived under the fractional-flow formulation. The total velocity discretization is given by
The discrete phase flux is written as a function of the total flux
where the discrete weights are g α,ij = ρ α g∆h ij . Now the adaptive dissipation coefficient for the water flux is expressed as
where β is locally computed for each cell interface and β ij denotes the value for interface (ij). To avoid degrading the performance of the homotopy continuation method, the total flux and the dynamic properties in the gravitational term from timestep n are used for the current timestep (n + 1). In this way β ij is fixed during the iterative process of a timestep. We use ω = 1.0e − 5 for all the following simulation cases.
Results
We validate the effectiveness of the new nonlinear solver for complex heterogeneous reservoir models. The specification of the base model is shown in Table 1 . The PVT properties for dead oil (PVDO) are shown in Table 2 . Quadratic relative-permeability functions are used for the base model. The rock properties shown in Fig. 26 represent the bottom layer in the SPE 10 model. We consider the scenario with an injector at the bottom left corner and a producer at the top right. The simulation control parameters are summarized in Table 3 . The solutions from previous timestep n are taken to be the initial guesses. A simple time stepping strategy is employed in the simulator: if the Newton method fails to converge, the timestep is reduced by half until convergence is reached; if a reduced timestep is being used and the iteration number becomes less than the optimal number, the next timestep will be doubled. In this section, a different update schedule of κ is employed in the DBC algorithm to better vary the dissipation level. After each Newton iteration, κ is multiplied by a constant m = 0.2. The globalization stage is performed for seven iterations; after that the additional dissipation becomes negligible, and the original problem can be solved with κ = 1.0e − 20. In the DBC algorithm, the number of iterations taken during the globalization stage will not be accounted for when checking the criteria of the maximum and optimal number of iterations. We first consider the scenario with only viscous forces. The nonlinear iteration performance for different timestep sizes is summarized in Fig. 27 . Here, the timestep size ∆t equals the total simulation time Tt. For ∆t = 5.0 days, the maximum CFL number of the domain is CFL ≈ 60. The water saturation profiles are plotted in Fig. 28 . It can be seen that larger timestep size leads to more Newton iterations, for the reason that the solution front will propagate over a longer distance. We also observe that the iteration number of the homotopy continuation with the dissipation operator is approximately a constant for the different timestep sizes. This indicates that the developed solver is free of the CFL condition constraint. The results for the cases with different relative-permeability functions appear in Fig.  29 . As can be seen, the DBC method has superior convergence performance compared to the standard Newton method, which exhibits large numbers of timestep cuts and wasted iterations. The reduction in the total Newton iterations results in a corresponding reduction in the overall computational cost. Now, we consider the scenario with both viscous and gravitational forces. The iteration performance for different initial water saturations with quadratic k r curves is shown in Fig. 30 . For ∆t = 20.0 days, the maximum CFL number is CFL ≈ 150. The water saturation profile at the end of simulation (300 days) for the initial water saturation 0.4 is plotted in Fig. 31 . Due to the non-equilibrium initial condition, gravity segregation is taking place in all cells at the beginning of the simulation. We also test the case with linear k r curves. The nonlinear iteration performance for different initial water saturations is shown in Fig. 32 . It can be seen that counter-current flow exacerbates the nonlinear convergence difficulty. The DBC method can significantly improve the performance, especially for the case with a non-equilibrium initial condition.
We run a case with the injection rate changed to 1.0 m 3 /D. The initial water saturation is 0.4, and the other parameters specified in the base model remain unchanged. The cumulative number of Newton iterations versus simulation time is presented in Fig. 33 . Compared to the poor performance of the standard Newton method, the DBC method does not require any timestep cuts. 
Summary
The Newton method often fails for highly nonlinear problems with poor initial guesses. We develop a dissipation-based continuation (DBC) method for solving the two-phase flow and transport in porous media with combined viscous, gravitational and capillary forces. The homotopy of DBC is constructed by adding numerical dissipation to the discrete flow equations, with a continuation parameter controlling the magnitude of the dissipation. The DBC method acts as a globalization stage to obtain better initial guesses for the Newton process. Numerical evidences and detailed analysis are provided through single-cell and 1D examples to explain why the dissipation operator can significantly improve the nonlinear convergence of hyperbolic PDE problems. We reveal a specific type of nonlinear convergence difficulty caused by the low wave speed around the saturation front. The typical behavior appears as a stagnation stage in the convergence history before the residual norm starts to decrease. An adaptive strategy to determine optimum dissipation coefficient is proposed. The adaptive dissipation is computed locally for each cell interface, and is applicable to coupled flow and transport. We demonstrate the effectiveness of the new nonlinear solver using several examples, including 1D scalar transport and 2D heterogeneous problems with fully-coupled flow and transport. The new solver exhibits superior convergence properties compared with the standard Newton solver used in reservoir simulation. The results show that the DBC method can always reduce iteration count, even for the initial conditions that are far away from the residual saturations. This is because the nonlinearity of a discretized system is mainly determined by the numerical flux scheme employed. The artificial dissipation can speed up the mass spread in the affected domain over the timestep and thus lead to faster nonlinear convergence.
The nonlinear solver based on the homotopy continuation method is flexible and can be integrated with other globalization techniques such as trust-region and line-search to guide the Newton direction and step-length selection. In addition, the new solver can be readily applied to more realistic and complex systems with multiphase or multicomponent (compositional) fluids.
Consider a single cell problem with immiscible two-phase transport. The saturations, S L and S R , are the left and right boundary conditions. The residual form of the conservation law can be written as,
where the initial condition is S n = 0. The derivatives of the residual are,
We compare the convergence ratios of the PPU numerical flux with and without the dissipation operator. We take u T = 1, M = 1 and the ratio ∆t ∆x is 500. The boundary conditions are set to S L = 1.0 and S R = 0.0. The convergence ratios versus the cell saturation for the cases with different C g and κ = 1 are plotted in Fig. 34 . From the figure of the gravitational-dominated case, we observe that the convergence ratio of PPU is quite different between the two sides of the unit-flux point due to the countercurrent flow. It can be seen that the dissipation term exhibits a noticeable regularizing effect on the residuals of the flow equation. The range of saturation values where the convergence ratio is below unity (the contraction region) for PPU with the dissipation operator is much larger than the standard scheme. This indicates that the dissipation operator leads to a favorable property for nonlinear convergence.
Appendix C

Linear relative permeability curves
Consider a 1D horizontal model and assume that linear relative permeability curves are used, i.e.
If only viscous forces are present, the wetting-phase flux can be written as
In this simple setting, the residual equation for cell i in discretized form is
where c is a dimensionless timestep
The fluxes at the right and left interfaces are
and Hence, the residual can be expressed as
We obtain ∂R ∂S 
If we take the initial condition S n = 0.0 as initial guess for solution at n + 1, then
∂R ∂S
and ∂R ∂S n+1 i−1 = −cM.
With the Newton method, the Jacobian for the first iteration is
Hence the timestep size c is reflected in the wave speed. Assuming that the left-boundary condition is S = S 0 , the residual (right hand side) for the first iteration is
Other boundary conditions result in different value for the residual of the left-most cell, whereas the residual terms of other cells will remain zero at the first iteration, regardless of the boundary condition. Thus, starting from the initial guess, S = 0, the non-zero term in the residual is propagated downstream and the saturation is dispersive throughout the domain, since there is a non-zero element in every row of the lower off-diagonal part of the Jacobian (73). Specially, when M = 1, the Jacobian has the following form 
and for this case, the Newton method will converge in one iteration regardless of the timestep size.
More general relative permeability curves Assume the relative permeability curves are given by
where α ≥ 1 and β ≥ 1. Then, the flux function can be written as
Hence, the derivative is 
and ∂R ∂S 
Assume α > 1. When S n = 0 everywhere and is taken as the initial guess for the next timestep n + 1, then ∂R ∂S 
The timestep size c does not appear in the first Jacobian matrix. Assuming that f = 1 at the left boundary, the corresponding residual for the first iteration is
Since the Jacobian matrix is the identity, we can see that the non-zero term in the residual cannot propagate more than one grid-block after the first iteration. On the other hand, even though S n = 0.0 is the initial condition, if we take the initial guess of the solution for the current timestep, S n+1,0 , as S * = 0.0, we then have
and ∂R ∂S
Hence, the Jacobian matrix (J) for the first iteration is 
and since f * > 0, 0 < cf * 1 + cf * < 1.
It follows that δS i + S * < δS i−1 + S *
Therefore, S * + δS decreases monotonically as i increases. The solution can be written as
and since S * + δS 1 > 0, then
It is shown that the saturation solution from the first iteration is positive (and less than unity) in every grid-block of the 1D domain. From Eq. (93), we can see that for any initial guess, S * , if f * > 0, the first Newton iteration yields a saturation distribution that is monotonic and positive.
